DANICA MCKELLAR DISCOVERS HER TALENT FOR CRIME-SOLVING IN
‘MATCHMAKER MYSTERIES: A KILLER ENGAGEMENT,’
A NEW ORIGINAL PREMIERING OCTOBER 6, ON HALLMARK MOVIES & MYSTERIES
Victor Webster, Bruce Boxleitner Also Star
STUDIO CITY, CA – September 9, 2019 — Danica McKellar (“The Wonder Years,” “Love
and Sunshine”) stars as a professional matchmaker and reality TV host who discovers her knack
for crime-solving in “MatchMaker Mysteries: A Killer Engagement,” a new original
premiering Sunday, October 6 (9 p.m. ET/PT) on Hallmark Movies & Mysteries. The first title
in the new franchise “The Matchmaker Mysteries,” the film co-stars Victor Webster (“Continuum,”
“Homegrown Christmas”) and Bruce Boxleitner (TRON: Legacy, “Scarecrow and Mrs. King”).
As the host of her own reality TV show, professional matchmaker Angie Dove (McKellar)
delights viewers with her humor, warmth and incredible gift for helping single people find their
one-and-only. Her keen observational skills and insight into the human heart have never failed
her -- which makes it all the more unfathomable when Angie’s client and friend, Aaron Scheller,
(Randy Thomas, “The Bold Type”), is accused of murdering the woman he met and then proposed
to on “The MatchMaker.” As the daughter of retired detective Nick Colomba (Boxleitner), Angie
knows a thing or two about solving crimes and decides to launch her own investigation to clear
Aaron’s name. Indefatigable and clever, Angie is willing to do whatever it takes -- no matter how
embarrassing or uncomfortable -- to get close to the evidence, suspects and witnesses that are
central to her inquiry. In the process, she continuously crosses paths with Kyle Cooper (Webster),
a by-the-book detective who isn’t exactly thrilled to find an amateur sleuth butting into his case.
Yet Kyle can’t help but admire Angie’s smarts and ingenuity as she gets ever closer to finding the
real killer. It may just be that the matchmaker and the cop are the perfect…partnership?
“MatchMaker Mysteries: A Killer Engagement is from Match Productions, Inc. and Match
Media, LTD. Executive producers are Lance H. Robbins, Mike Elliott, Patti Stanger, Danica
McKellar, David Mackay and Michael Shepard. Hayden Baptiste and Catherine Cyran are
producers. David Mackay directed from a script by Stephen Mazur.
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